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Abstract. Database schemas are an integral part of many information systems
(IS). New software-engineering methods, such as software product lines, allow
engineers to create a high number of different programs tailored to the customer
needs from a common code base. Unfortunately, these engineering methods usually do not take the database schema into account. Particularly, a tailored client
program requires a tailored database schema as well to form a consistent IS. In
this paper, we show the challenges of tailoring relational database schemas in
software product lines. Furthermore, we present an approach to treat the client
and database part of an IS in the same way using a variable database schema. Additionally, we show the benefits and discuss disadvantages of the approach during
the evolution of an industrial case study, covering a time span of more than a year.
Keywords: Tailoring DB schemas, feasibility study, software product lines.

1 Introduction
Databases (DB) are a integral part of many information systems (IS). In software product lines (SPL), software engineers aim at creating tailor-made software systems with
the help of reusable artifacts [4,7]. An SPL forms a group of similar software systems sharing a set of identical and different functions. The reuse of high-quality artifacts in SPLs reduces the effort for maintenance and further development [6]. Although
the use of SPLs for producing executable program code has been researched quite intensively, the impacts on data management and especially DB schemas are still fragmentary [10,16,21,23]. To generate a certain program (variant) of an SPL, a customer
selects the features that he wants to include into his variant. A feature is a characteristic of a program that is relevant for some stakeholder [6]. Imagine a simple workflow
management system that has an optional feature: logging. This feature is not part of
every variant of the system, but can be chosen by a customer. Depending on the implementation of the logging feature, the DB schema needs additional relations containing
the log data whenever a customer chooses this feature. Therefore, we need a possibility
to tailor the DB schema according to the application’s features when creating a new
IS. Note, that simply designing a distinct schema for every potential variant manually is
practically impossible, because the number of potential variants increases exponentially
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with the number of (optional) features. In addition, we argue that traditional engineering methods, such as using a global schema for all variants (see Section 3.2) raise the
following challenges:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Increased effort for maintenance and SPL evolution (e.g., integrate new features),
Design limitations (e.g., no support for alternative features and table partitioning),
Complex and thus hard to understand DB schema,
Data integrity problems, because of missing integrity constraints in the DB schema,
Solutions that do not scale, because of large number of variants.

In contrast to traditional engineering approaches, we aim at generating a tailored DB
schema for every information-system variant of an SPL just as we tailor source code.
To this end, we analyze whether the mechanisms used in SPL client programs, can be
applied to the database schema to face the already mentioned problems. We extend
previous work [21] suggesting to apply SPL techniques to ER modeling. This idea
is adopted and extended to describe a holistic approach to model and generate an IS
including client program and DB schema. Furthermore, we analyze the benefits and
drawbacks of this approach. To the best of our knowledge, we provide the first empirical
study that shows whether the generation of DB schema variants is possible for a specific
data model and for an existing IS. Particularly, we investigate the following points:
1. Analyze why currently used approaches are not sufficient to face the previously
mentioned issues,
2. Suggest an approach to tailor a DB schema to the client-program requirements and
thus a new holistic approach for IS engineering,
3. Determine the feasibility of our approach for real-world applications and show advantages and disadvantages compared to existing strategies,
4. Investigate how the benefits and drawbacks change over time, when integrating new
features and extending existing ones within the IS.

2 Software Product Lines Case Study
In the following, we introduce an SPL case study that we use to show the feasibility of
our approach as well as to evaluate it’s benefits and drawbacks.
2.1 The ViT-Manager
R
-Manager is a family of industrial controlling tools for continuous improveThe ViT
ment processes of the METOP Institute. A continuous improvement process defines a
structured approach with regularly (continuous) meetings to identify and solve problems within a company, which increases productivity. Because the ViT-Manager is used
commercially in several companies with different size, internal structure, and portfolio,
the customers have a set of equal and differing requirements w.r.t. to one variant of the
application. To face these challenges, the ViT Development Team refactored the application using a plug-in infrastructure to form an SPL. In the ViT Framework, a customer
chooses additional features according to his needs, when generating a new variant of the
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Fig. 1. Size of DB schema and client implementation for different versions of the ViT-Manager

application. While the client program was decomposed into features during the refactoring, the DB schema was not. Instead, a global DB schema for all variants was applied.
We discuss disadvantages of this alternative solution in Section 3.2.
As we depict in Figure 1, the DB schema contained 53 relations with 309 attributes
in version 1.6 (first version for which we implemented a variable schema, Feb. 2010).
It increased to 81 relations including 572 attributes in version 1.7.6 (current version,
Mar. 2011). Similarly, the size of the implementation on client side grew from about 50
thousand lines of code (KLoC) in version 1.6 to 88 KLoC in version 1.7.6. We consider
this case study as appropriate to demonstrate our approach, because it is large enough
to represent real-world challenges, while the evaluation complexity is manageable. Additional benefits are:
Productive use. The case study is used commercially. Hence, the danger of choosing
a case study that does not include relevant problems is minimized. This improves
the generalized results concluded from analyzing the case study.
Changes over time. Considering different versions of the case study (covering more
than a year) allows us to extract results and conclusions about positive or negative
effects of our approach during the evolution of the SPL case study. This includes
adding new features to the SPL or extending and changing existing ones.
2.2 Feature Model of the Case Study
A feature model (FM) describes features and their relationships in a particular SPL [6].
Particularly, it defines, which feature combinations form a valid variant. Thus, an FM represents the variability of the SPL containing all valid feature combinations. In Figure 2,
we depict the FM of the case study. There are four different types of feature relationships: mandatory, optional, alternative, and or-relationships. For instance, all variants of
the case study have to contain a Reporting feature, because it is mandatory. In contrast,
optional features do not have to be included. If a customer wishes to have a more detailed
Reporting functionality, he chooses the optional Management Cockpit, which is then included into the generated program variant. Furthermore, one or more features connected
via an or-relationship can be part of a particular variant. For instance, the Login of the
case study can be performed via LDAP, Local Authentication, or both features may be
included. Finally, the alternative-relationship defines that exactly one of the supported
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Fig. 2. Excerpt of the feature model of the case study

features can be included into one variant. For instance, to generate a variant of the case
study a customer selects one of the supported language features (e.g., French). In Figure 2, we visualize the version history as well. Features such as Reporting and Login
have been part of v1.6, whereas, the major release v1.7 contains several new optional
features such as Archiving and BVW. In contrast, the minor releases v1.7.2 and v1.7.6
contain just a small number of new features and improvements of existing ones.

3 Problem Statement and State of the Art
Different users of an application have different requirements to its functionality. In
client programs, these differences can be faced by using SPL techniques, such as components. While these techniques have been intensively studied for variability of executable
program code, the variability at the DB schema level is still fragmentary [10,16,20,23].
In the following, we analyze different currently used approaches to model DB schemas
in SPLs. Therefore, we define requirements that a tailored DB schema must fulfill. Note,
that we can create thousands of valid variants of the case study. Thus, it is not possible
to create every single tailored DB schema variant manually.
3.1 Requirements for Tailored DB Schemas in SPLs
To analyze different approaches, we consider several attributes of the process to create the single schema variants and of the resulting schema variants itself. We use two
different criteria to describe the modeling process of a certain approach:
Modeling complexity. This criterion points out the complexity of creating the model
of the (variable) DB Schema, which contains the basis for the DB schema variants.
Expressiveness of the model. In traditional modeling methods, the expressiveness of
the model is limited. For instance, in a global schema, an engineer cannot integrate
conflicting schema elements introduced by alternative features.
Evaluation of Schema Variants. The requirements for the single schema variants are:
Completeness. All DB schema elements (relations and attributes) necessary to perform the read and write operation in the single features included in this variant
must be present in the variant’s DB schema.
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Complexity of schema variants. The size of the DB schema (number of relations and
attributes) shall be reduced to a minimum. Particularly, there shall be no unused
schema elements. We argue, that this improves the understandability of the schema
variants, which is important for maintenance and further development.
Data integrity. All integrity constraints have to be included for the schema elements
in a specific schema variant, to guarantee consistent data in the IS. This includes
primary and foreign keys, attribute value domains, and not null as well as check
constraints.
3.2 Limitations of Currently Used Approaches
Subsequently, we discuss three traditionally used approaches and describe which problems arise when applying them for SPL development. This discussion motivates the
necessity for a new approach as well as it serves as basis when analyzing benefits and
drawbacks of our new approach in Section 5.
Global DB Schema. Often, for every variant of an SPL the same global schema is applied [21]. This schema contains every schema element that is used at least in one variant. Thus, the schema contains every schema element that is necessary (completeness).
On the other hand, major parts of the global schema can be unused in this particular
variant. Consequently, the highly complex schema is unnecessarily hard to understand,
which complicates maintenance and evolution of the SPL. Additionally, unused parts
can impose integrity problems. Imagine an attribute used only in one variant. When
it is used it shall be not null, or some check constraint is defined on it. Because it is
part of every variant, you cannot define integrity constraints at the schema level, but on
client-program side, which can lead to inconsistent data (e.g., by programming errors).
Furthermore, the global schema does not exist in every case. As a result, conflicting
schema elements introduced from alternative features cannot be defined in a global DB
schema (expressiveness). To circumvent this problem, Y E et al. discuss that overloading
schema elements (i.e. using the same schema element for different purposes instead of
renaming it) is possible, but causes highly confusing DB schemas [23]. Using a global
schema can be seen as the standard approach, hence the modeling complexity is used
as reference for all other approaches [21].
View-Based Approaches. View-based approaches [5] generate views on top of the
global schema that emulate a schema variant for the client, which may be seen as an
annotative approach [13]. Thus, the global schema is still part of every DB schema variant, the approach inherits the problems of the global schema. Unfortunately, the variant’s schema complexity does even increase, because the additional schema elements
for the view, emulating the variant, have to be included as well. Furthermore, there is
additional effort to generate views when modeling the DB schema. This approach has
benefits in data integrity, because the views emulating the schema variants can contain
additional integrity constraints, which cannot be included into the global schema. Thus,
the expressiveness of the model is also better than in the global schema approach.
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Framework Solutions. In a framework approach, the plugins implement the features
of the SPL and therefore this approach is a form of physical decomposition [13]. A
plugin contains additional program code and an own DB schema. The DB schema
variant is build from the single plugins that add the additionally required schema elements [21]. Thus, it fulfills the completeness requirement. Consequently, it also contains
only schema elements that are needed in this variant. Unfortunately, using frameworks
could lead to table partitioning, when two or more plugins use the same real world
entity. Hence, this has negative impact on the complexity of the schema variants and
limits the modeling expressiveness. Furthermore, consistency checking is implemented
on client side, because there are no intra-plugin integrity constraints, which can lead to
data integrity problems. The effort to model the DB schema is higher than modeling a
global schema, because you have to take care of additional challenges such as naming
conflicts, which are usually solved by naming conventions.

4 Solution - Holistic Approach for Client and DB Schema
This section contains the basic overall idea of our approach and explains how to obtain the variable DB schema. Therefore, we describe the relationship between features
and DB-schema elements. Furthermore, we present a semi-automatic approach to relate
schema elements to features.
Basic Idea. To create a tailored variant of the IS variant, a customer first selects the
desired features (see Figure 3(a)). Every feature contains one model for its functions in
the client program and another one for the DB schema (Figure 3(b)). Furthermore, each
of the two models of a particular feature points to different implementation artifacts
(e.g., source code files). Finally, a well defined composition strategy (see Section 4.3)
creates the variant including the tailored client program and DB schema.


       










           








































       

Fig. 3. Basic idea to create a particular variant
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4.1 Relationship between Features and DB Schema Elements
As mentioned in Section 2, a feature is some characteristic that is important for some
stakeholder. Furthermore, the features are the units a customer selects to create a tailored variant, which includes a DB schema. Therefore, we have to define the relationship between features and DB schema elements to model the variable DB schema.
Moreover, we need to discuss the interaction of features on client and data-base-schema
level. A feature at DB schema level contains all schema elements (relations, attributes,
and integrity constraints) that this feature on client side needs to perform the read and
write operations within its specific source code on client side. Thus, we tailor the DB
schema w.r.t. the requirements of the feature on client side. As a result, there is one
feature model for the whole IS allowing us to easily generate the single variants of the
IS (see Section 4.3).
Note that the relationship between a feature on client and DB schema level ensures
completeness and minimizes the complexity of the DB schema variant (see 3.1). Every schema element that a selected feature needs in a variant, is contained in the feature and therefore added to the schema variant during composition. Furthermore, the
schema variant contains no unused schema elements for the same reason. Alternatively,
the feature models could contain only the additionally required schema elements. This
approach has the benefit that schema elements cannot be mapped to multiple features.
This can lead to conflicting definitions of a schema element in one variant during the
evolution of the SPL. The drawback of this alternative is, that we have to decide to what
feature a schema element belongs, especially when they are only required by optional
features. However, a high number of redundancy suggests a refactoring of the client
programs source code.
Mapping Features to DB Schema Elements. Previously, we defined that a feature in
the variable DB schema is a mapping of schema elements to this feature. Furthermore,
we show how to create this mapping of schema elements to features representing the
variable schema. To create the model of a variable DB schema there are two different
alternatives:
1. The single features can be extracted from a previously used global DB schema.
2. Especially when creating the SPL from scratch, features on DB schema level are
modeled in features instead of views, which have to be composed to form a schema
variant.
Extracting the features from a global schema has the advantages that there is already
a consistent DB schema. The main task in this case is mapping schema elements to
features in a reasonable way. In contrast, modeling the features without a consistent
schema, a development team faces additional challenges (e.g., naming conflicts) widely
known from view integration [3].
Currently, SPL techniques are often used when traditionally methods are reaching
there limitations [6]. That means that previously monolithic software is refactored into
an SPL such as the case study. Thus, in these cases there also is a global schema and
therefore we concentrate on this alternative.
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4.2 From a Global DB Schema to a Variable Schema
Subsequently, we explain a semi automatic schema decomposition to map schema elements to features based on the client implementation. Therefore, we assume that a
global previously used DB schema exists, because this is the standard case as we discussed in Section 3.2. The important point is that the mapping fulfills the completeness
requirement recently defined.
Preconditions. The schema decomposition needs two preconditions: (1) Previously
used global DB schema and (2) Client implementation that is separated into features.
First, the decomposition needs a previously used global schema, because we need the
schema elements, which includes element names, value domains (attributes), and integrity constraints defined for each particular element. The second precondition is that
the client implementation is separated into features, which is true in SPLs. Consequently, the decomposition can identify all necessary schema elements (including integrity constraints) for a particular feature as postulated in the relationship of a feature
on client and DB schema level.
Semi Automatic DB Schema Decomposition. The decomposition procedure determines the mapping of schema elements to every feature in the FM. First, for every
feature in the FM the decomposition identifies the database operations (e.g., select and
insert queries) in the source code. Second, for all of these operations it identifies the required schema elements and adds them to the feature’s DB schema model. For instance
in Select queries, the decomposition adds attributes used in the select and where part as
well as the relations named in the from part to the model of the particular feature. Moreover, when adding a schema element to the feature, additional information extracted
from the global schema, are added to the model, such as an attribute value domain and
integrity constraints. In Figure 4, we show the result of the schema decomposition for
two features of the case study. Each feature contains one relation (usually a feature
contains several relations) and a specific number of attributes in a syntax form that is
closely related to the SQL-Standard. Note, that integrity constraints, such as primary
keys (PK) and not null constraints (NN) can be added to an attribute.
Problem Referential Integrity. As we presume that there is a previously used (consistent) global schema, there are no problems with integrity constraints (e.g., primary
keys). By contrast, foreign keys are problematic if they reference from or to a schema
element not existing in a particular variant. To avoid this problem, we propose rules
that ensure that the referenced schema elements are present in the variant. The rules
representing valid introductions of foreign key within a feature are: (1) The schema
elements are located within the feature itself, (2) the referenced element is part of a
parent feature, or (3) the referenced element is part of a feature the current feature has
a requires relationship to. As a result, it is generally not possible to define foreign keys
between optional features. For instance, in Figure 2 it is not possible to define a foreign
key between the features ViT Basic and ViT Square. Whereas, it is possible to define
foreign key in feature Projects to schema elements of feature Others, because Others
is a parent feature (rule 2). If one really wants to have foreign keys between optional
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Fig. 4. Listing: DB schema decomposition

features, you have to define a requires constraint in the feature model (rule 3) making
this dependency explicit. This ensures that only valid variants of the IS can be created.
Current Limitations of the Schema Decomposition Approach. Currently, the identification of all DB operations within the feature specific source code is not trivial in
all cases, especially when DB operations are assembled over multiple lines or depend
on user interactions. For the same reasons, the identification of necessary schema elements in a query is not trivial. Moreover, when using a global schema not all integrity
constraints are defined on the DB schema level (see Section 3.2), but rather on the
implementation level. In the case study, these challenges did not occur because of previously introduced programming conventions, which are common in todays programming.
Therefore, we adjourn these challenges to future work. Note, that similar challenges exist in the decomposition of program code [4].
4.3 Composing a Tailored Information-System Variant
We already defined that the model on DB side contains a mapping of schema elements to
features. Furthermore, we emphasized that the feature on DB schema level contains all
necessary elements for the feature on client side to perform the read and write operations
of this feature. Subsequently, we present a mechanism to compose tailored IS variants
containing the client program as well as the database schema.
Superimposition Composition Mechanism. As noted in Figure 3, the approach needs
a well defined composition strategy to generate a tailored IS variant. For this reason we
use superimposition. Superimposition is a language-independent composition strategy,
that has been applied successfully in software engineering [2] and also in view integration [3]. Thus, the composition is able to handle the client implementation and the
corresponding DB schema. In [1], A PEL et al. present Feature House, which offers
a general support for composing software artifacts. It has been tested for several case
studies on client side, written in languages such as Java, C, or Haskell. The composition
operation is denoted by the •-operator [2].
•: F × F → F

V = fn • . . . • f2 • f1

(1)

The •-operator merges the (sub) structures of two features (F) to create a new feature
that contains all concepts of both input features without duplicates. For instance when
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superimposing DB schemas, the input consists of several DB schemas (model of features at DB side) and the result is a DB schema containing all schema elements of the
input schemas, without any duplicate relations or attributes. To create a schema variant
(V), the DB schemas of all selected features (fi ) are superimposed.
Structure of Features at Implementation Level. The •-operator works on feature
structure trees (FST), which represent the internal structure of the implementation of a
feature. They can be seen as simplification of an abstract syntax tree [2]. In Figure 5, we
show the FST of the already known feature Login and Local Authentication of the case
study on DB schema level. The FST can be generated quite intuitively from the model
as shown in Figure 4. The result of the composition contains all attributes of the input
features with the desired integrity constraints. FST nodes of two features that share the
same path from the root node (e.g., attribute login_name) are merged and thus show
only once in the result as intended.
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Fig. 5. Composition of feature structure trees (FST)

5 Evaluation
In the following, we apply the previously presented approach to the case study and
evaluate the results. Therefore, we first analyze the feasibility of our approach before
discussing its impacts on maintenance, data integrity, and further development. Finally,
we evaluate the overall advantages and drawbacks of our approach compared to the
traditionally used ones from Section 3.2. To ensure validity of the evaluation, we rely
on interviews of the ViT Development Team, which is experienced in applying global
DB schemas to SPLs, because the case study previously used a global schema. Furthermore, this team tested the variable schema approach for more than a year. Finally, we
strengthen our conclusions with specific measurements if possible.
5.1 Feasibility of the Approach
We want to evaluate whether the variable DB schema approach is manageable in practice. Thus we also have to evaluate the modeling process, the result of the modeling (features), and the variant generation process. As stated in Section 4, the modeling process,
which includes the decomposition of the global schema into features is laborious. Furthermore, the decomposition procedure is not generally automatable, because of open
research challenges and thus needs manual recall. However, according to interviews the
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modeling is still manageable. Moreover, the modeling effort is an investment for the
automated generation of a tailored DB schema variant. A customer simply chooses the
desired features and the DB schema (and the client) are generated automatically. Additionally, the size of the features scales in the case study (see Figure 1), because the size
on client and on DB side seems to correlate. This effect does not change significantly
over time. As visualized in Table 1, even when comparing two major releases such as
v1.6 and v1.7 the correlation exists.
Table 1. Correlation of size on DB and client side
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Additional Challenges Due to Feature Interactions. We identified two additional
challenges of the variable schema approach: Redundantly defined schema elements and
changing feature models. Redundant schema elements increase the size of a feature
on database side. Thus, the features were extracted from global schema, two features
that can be present in one variant cannot contain different models of the same schema
element, which would produce an error during composition. But, when modeling the
features without a previously used schema this challenge has to be faced, which rises
also in view integration. The second challenge results because of the combination of
optional features. The schema variant might need additional schema elements when a
customer chooses two optional features to generate a variant. These schema elements
are not part of the schema variant when only one of them is chosen. This effect is also
known on client side (e.g., glue code), but to the best of our knowledge it has not been
identified at DB schema level.
In the case study, there is an optional Archiving feature that archives data of different
optional features, such as ViT basic or BVW. Thus, these optional features are not part
of every variant. Therefore, the archiving feature does not need the tables to archive the
BVW data if the BVW feature is not included into the variant. To minimize the complexity of the schema variant, these unneeded relations should not be included. Hence,
we move the additionally needed schema elements into derivatives, which are included
automatically when both optional features are part of the variant [15]. Particularly, the
composition mechanism includes Archiving:BVW (Figure 6) into the schema variant,
when a customer selects BVW and Archiving. Using Derivatives raises the expressiveness of the model and decreases the size of the Archiving feature in some variants dramatically, by making the modeling process more complex.
Trade-Off. According to our interviews, the trade-off between the drawbacks of our
approach, such as additional modeling overhead, and the advantages like automated
variant generation are beneficial only when handling multiple variants of an application.
But the specific costs, such as modeling the variable schema, related to the amount
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Fig. 6. Derivatives: Size of the Archiving features in different feature combinations

of time saved (e.g., for manually tailoring a variant or additional bug fixing if using
a global schema) to the customers needs, is imprecise for the following reasons. The
complete costs for alternative solutions are unknown, because these approaches have
not been implemented and the previous costs can hardly be taken into account because
the tasks are highly different. Moreover, there a lot of fine-grained costs where the
specific amount of time is unknown. For instance for bug fixing in the variable-schema
approach, we do not know the amount of time, as only the time from reporting the
bug until fixing it is known. After all, the numbers we have and interviews with the
developers suggest that for the ViT-Manager the variable-schema approach is beneficial
when there are at least five (different) variants used productively.
5.2 Improving Maintenance, Data Integrity, and Future Development
Improving the maintenance has two aspect. First, the effort estimation to maintain the
DB schema or the data inside shall be improved. When using a global schema, it is
complex and thus hard to understand. Hence, the effort estimation is often imprecise,
because of possible side effects. Furthermore, the maintenance process itself shall be
supported in a positive way. This issue is highly related to reducing the variants schema
complexity. Here we argue that not having unnecessary schema elements in the variant
schema is a suitable way to reduce its complexity. The effort to maintain a schema variant
becomes more predictable, because we have a mapping of a particular function to schema
elements (features). Thus, the estimation of possible side effects becomes easier.
The complexity of a schema variant is minimized, because it contains only necessary
schema elements. Therefore, the understandability of the DB schema variants rises and
is additionally supported by the mapping of schema elements to features. When comparing the complexity reduction of the schema variants in different versions (Figure7),
the benefits of the variable schema become even more obvious for the case study. The
minimum configuration (no optional feature selected) of v1.6 covered about the half of
the maximum configurations schema elements (all optional features selected). Whereas,
the difference in v1.7.6 is about one fourth. Furthermore, the DB schema of the minimum configuration remains nearly stable. This is, because many new optional features
have been added to the case study, but the core functions remained roughly unchanged,
which is common in SPLs. Thus, we conclude that the benefit of our approach increases
over time, when new optional features are added to the SPL.
According to our interviews, after introducing the variable schema the number of
support request slightly increased for a quarter of a year, especially because of problems
related to the db schema. After this, there was significant decrease of support request
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even if introducing new features. We hypothesize that one of reason therefore is the
variable schema, but we cannot say to what extend.
Strong Benefit: Improving Data Integrity. One of the strongest point supporting the
variable schema approach, is the benefit w.r.t. data integrity. Using the variable schema
allows to reintroduce the integrity constraints that had to be dropped (see Section 3.2),
because of the global schema approach. Additionally, integrity constraints that were
encoded on client side, can now be added to the DB schema. As a result the variable
schema approach ensures integrity of the data and is therefore beneficial here. Furthermore, tricks as inserting dummy values to circumvent Not Null constraint for attributes
not used in this variant are not necessary any more. Therefore, the variable schema
approach is beneficial for data quality as well. Moreover, the rules from Section 4.2
guarantee that we can only introduce valid integrity constraints and that additional restrictions of the variability of the SPL (introduced by foreign keys referencing from an
optional feature to a different optional feature) are visible in the Feature Model.
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Fig. 7. Complexity reduction of the schema variants in different versions of the case study

Further Development. Extending the case study with new features becomes easier
and is more predictable in the variable DB schema approach. First, a software engineer
can simply add new features to the composition process. Furthermore, the mapping between features and schema elements is helpful when designing new features or extending existing ones. This was highly useful, when designing the Archiving feature and its
derivatives, because for every feature was know, which schema elements are necessary
and thus have to be archived. Challenges arise when modifying schema elements used
in different features in preserving the model’s consistency. Additionally, we see naming
problems when adding new features, which also arise in view integration. However, we
are confident, that this problem can be solved with adequate tool support.
5.3 Comparison to Existing Approaches
In Table 2, we resketch the result of currently used approaches of Section 3 and compare
them to the variable schema approach. The scoring of variable schema is based on the
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discussion in Section 3.2. The variable schema has strong benefits due to the complexity reduction of schema variants and the improvement of data integrity (also helping to
improve data quality). Furthermore, the model expressiveness increases, which allows
conflicting schema elements and changing feature models that is not possible with a
global schema approach. By contrast, the global schema approach and frameworks have
benefits w.r.t. modeling complexity. The variable schema needs a previously used global
schema, which has to be decomposed into features. Alternatively, the modeling of features instead of views, including all derivatives is also more complex than modeling one
global schema. This is the trade-off, our approach needs to improve maintenance and
further development.
Table 2. Evaluation of the variable schema approach compared to currently used approaches
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6 Related Work
There has been little work published in literature that deals with tailoring DB schema
in SPLs or similar concepts. In [23], Ye et al. discover the need for tailoring software
systems at different levels and of different granularity, which includes the DB schema.
In their analysis of an industrial case study, they discover the use of schema element
overloading in a global schema, which creates a hard to maintain DB schema. Furthermore, service engineers add additionally required schema elements manually. However,
this approach is only possible in case studies with very little variability at DB schema
level.
In his PhD Thesis [16], M AHNKE proposed a component approach that is similar
to the framework solution described in Section 3.2. Unfortunately, his ABLE-SQL requires an extension of the SQL:1999 standard, which is not necessary in our variable
schema approach. Whereas view-based approaches, such as [18,22], use view integration strategies or view tailoring [5]. In Section 3.2, we also discovered limitations of
these approaches because they need a global schema and build views on top of the
global schema. Thus, the complexity of the schema variants even increases.
Recently, DYRESON et al. [10] presented an aspect-oriented approach to integrate optional features into XML, which the authors adopted to the relational data model in [9].
This approach needs a change of the query processing to evaluate the aspects, which is
not necessary using the variable schema, because our approach is totally transparent to
the underlying DB system.
In [17], R ASHID identified the lack of variability, but concentrates on evolutionary
changes of the DB schema in his aspect-oriented framework approach and not on composing different tailor-made schema variants. Furthermore, model-merging approaches
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suggest more complex mechanism (e.g., Comparison phase to identify equivalent elements) than our approach and are thus more expressive [12,8,19]. However, superimposing Feature Structure Trees is less complex and sufficient for our purposes.
Finally, our approach uses composition (physical separation of concerns) [13] as the
schema elements of each feature are kept in their own file (refer to Figure 3) and need
to be composed to form a particular variant. Alternatively, it may be possible to use
an annotative approach (virtual separation of concerns) as there are solutions such as
CIDE [14] and the concept generally is language independent as well. However, as
we needed to integrate new features during the evolution of the case study, we applied
the compositional approach. As a result, we can simply integrate new features into the
composition process or delete existing ones without changing respective annotations in
the virtually separated schema.

7 Conclusion and Future Perspectives
In this paper, we have shown the feasibility of building IS variants with tailored DB
schemas in SPLs using a variable schema. First, we analyzed the limits of existing
approaches. Second, we discussed the relationship of features on client and database
side. Third we showed how to model a variable schema and use the superimposition
composition mechanism that generates a particular IS variant having a tailored schema
automatically. The approach has been applied to a case study to show advantages and
disadvantages compared to existing approaches and its influence over time. The variable schema has significant advantages, such as reducing the complexity of DB schema
variants reduction and increased expressiveness. Whereas, the modeling is much more
complex compared to existing approaches.
In future, we have to solve several challenges when decomposing a previously used
DB schema into features. Furthermore, a better tool support is highly needed to apply
our approach to large-scale case studies and to verify the results conducted from the ViTManager case study. Thus, we want to integrate our approach into existing solutions
(e.g., [1]) to tailor source code or to visualize the relationship between features and
respective implementation artifacts such as [11]. As result, we will furthermore support
the holistic design of IS. Better tool support additionally includes research for multilingual variability (e.g., SQL and Java). Finally, we will analyze how to upgrade one
variant to a different one efficiently (i.e., schema and data). Especially we will analyze,
which benefits and (new) challenges arise in DB schema evolution.
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